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A couple of questions arise here: is this a dating sim? Is High Tail Hall a simulator? The first answer, from my perspective, is that theres no doubt that theres a LOT of romance in this game: I find it fairly obvious that much of it stems from the fact that youre in a furry dating simulator. Theres furries, theres sexy characters, there are high heels, and you have to
talk to them if youre in a relationship and hope to remain in one. I also find that theres a lot more about this game than what makes it a dating sim: there are a lot of other types of simulations, from a point-and-click adventure game, to a first-person shooter, to a medieval role-playing game, to a survival horror, to a few other things. Theres also a lot going on at

the same time as the romance: you have other objectives to go through, to pick up new items, to talk to people, to find new areas, to pick up more items. Its not a simulator, its a full game with its own set of mechanics and ways to get everything done. Kind of like how Tail of the Shark HD is technically a dating sim, but has many other features to it. In other
words, its not fair to say that this is a dating sim, but it is also not a dating sim. Its High Tail Hall, and its a furry dating simulator. I call it that because that is what I, and many other fans of furry games, have come to expect. Each player gets their own island and NPCs to advance the story; however, you don’t get to control the island and you don’t get any

communication with your fellows. At the end of the day, the game is still in its public beta stage; however, by the time that the game is completed, the development team will initiate a full release of High Tail Hall. This game comes with some demeaning content that will be featured in the game. Additionally, the dev team of HTH Studio just released an Official
Trailer of the game, check it out below. We hope that this video manages to bring in more players.
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